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Abstract

Background: The rapid development of the (meta-)omics �elds has produced an unprecedented amount of high-resolution

and high-�delity data. Through the use of these datasets we can infer the role of previously functionally unannotated

proteins from single organisms and consortia. In this context, protein function annotation can be described as the

identi�cation of regions of interest (i.e., domains) in protein sequences and the assignment of biological functions. Despite

the existence of numerous tools, challenges remain in terms of speed, �exibility, and reproducibility. In the big data era, it is

also increasingly important to cease limiting our �ndings to a single reference, coalescing knowledge from different data

sources, and thus overcoming some limitations in overly relying on computationally generated data from single sources.

Results: We implemented a protein annotation tool, Mantis, which uses database identi�ers intersection and text mining to

integrate knowledge from multiple reference data sources into a single consensus-driven output. Mantis is �exible,

allowing for the customization of reference data and execution parameters, and is reproducible across different research

goals and user environments. We implemented a depth-�rst search algorithm for domain-speci�c annotation, which

signi�cantly improved annotation performance compared to sequence-wide annotation. The parallelized implementation

of Mantis results in short runtimes while also outputting high coverage and high-quality protein function annotations.

Conclusions: Mantis is a protein function annotation tool that produces high-quality consensus-driven protein

annotations. It is easy to set up, customize, and use, scaling from single genomes to large metagenomes. Mantis is available

under the MIT license at https://github.com/PedroMTQ/mantis.
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Background

On a cellular scale, life is, in essence, the activity and the interac-

tion of a plethora of different molecules, among which proteins

are responsible for the vast majority of processes. A primary

task in understanding how biology works is to resolve its actors

properly (e.g., the proteins) and place them into context. The

past decades have seen the development of the (meta-)omics

�elds, unlocking an unprecedented amount of data and deepen-

ing our understanding in several �elds of biology [1, 2]. Alongside

the evolution of the technologies and the increase in data vol-

ume, the identi�cation of proteins transitioned from purely ex-

perimental techniques (e.g., chemical assays and spectroscopy)
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2 Mantis: �exible and consensus-driven genome annotation

toward computational-based sequence analysis thanks to the

discovery of the relationship between conservation of proteins’

functions and sequences [3]. Therefore, the current challenges

are to make use of the vast number of protein sequences and

annotations available and to link new protein sequences to the

previously established knowledge. High-throughput methods,

such as next-generation sequencing, are able to produce a large

amount of data, which thenneed to be analysed and interpreted.

One of the ways to make sense of these data is through protein

function annotation (PFA), which is, in the context of this arti-

cle, the identi�cation of regions of interest (i.e., domains) in a

sequence and assignment of biological function(s) to these re-

gions. This strategy has proven effective in the study of sin-

gle organisms, as well as consortia [4–9]. Function prediction is

based on reference data, i.e., transferring the function from pro-

tein X to the unknown protein Y if they are highly similar [3].

Different approaches may be used, the most common being the

comparison of an unknown protein sequence to reference data

composed of well-studied and functionally annotated proteins

(homology-based methods) [10–16]. Other methods may infer

function through the use of machine learning [10, 17], protein

networks [18, 19], protein structure [20], or genomics context-

based techniques [21], but these are not covered in this article.

For sequence alignment, BLAST [22] or Diamond [23] are com-

monly used, whereas, for hiddenMarkovmodels (HMM) pro�les,

HMMER [24] is most widely used. In PFA, these tools are often

integrated into larger pipelines to provide enhanced output in-

terpretability, work�ow automation, and parallelization [14–16,

25]. Some PFA tools target speci�c taxa [26], while others are de-

signed with large-scale omics analysis in mind [27–29]; indeed,

each PFA tool is designed to cater to its niche research topic.

While experimental validation remains the gold standard, PFA,

despite its many shortcomings [30], is an increasingly valuable

strategy that aims to tackle the progressively more dif�cult task

of making sense of the large quantities of data being continu-

ously generated.

The most common method of processing candidate annota-

tions (i.e., sequences or HMM pro�les that are highly similar to

the query sequence) involves capturing only themost signi�cant

candidate (“best prediction only” [BPO] algorithm). This PFA ap-

proachworkswell for single-domain proteins, butmulti-domain

proteins may have multiple putative predictions [31–33], whose

location in the sequence may or may not overlap. This selec-

tion criterion may potentially lead to missing annotations and

is therefore not suitable in complex PFA scenarios. To tackle this

problem, domain-speci�c PFA is necessary. A simple approach,

previously discussed in Yeats et al. [31], would be to order the

predictions by their signi�cance and iteratively add the most

signi�cant one, as long as it does not overlap with the already

added predictions (henceforth referred to as the “heuristic” al-

gorithm). Owing to the biased selection of the �rst prediction,

this algorithm does not guarantee an optimal solution (e.g., a

protein sequence may have multiple similarly signi�cant pre-

dictions). It has been previously shown that incorporating pre-

diction signi�cance and length may produce better results [34].

We implemented a depth-�rst search (DFS) algorithm that im-

proves on the previous approaches.

The selection of reference HMMs is also critical because PFA

will ultimately be based on the available reference data. Whilst

using unspeci�c HMMs to annotate a taxonomically classi�ed

sample may result in a fair amount of true-positive (TP) re-

sults (correct annotations), depending on the con�dence thresh-

old used, it may also increase the rate of false-positive (FP) re-

sults (over-annotation, due to a less strict con�dence threshold)

or false-negative (FN) results (under-annotation, due to a more

strict con�dence threshold) [35]. Using taxon-speci�c HMMs

(TSHMM) rather than unspeci�c HMMs should, in principle, pro-

vide better annotations on a taxonomically classi�ed sample, a

feature that is already integrated into some PFA tools such as

eggNOG-mapper [15] and RAST [16]. In essence, TSHMM-based

annotation limits the available search space, which may have

positive and negative consequences. Because the search space

is more speci�c, the annotations produced should be of higher

quality; however, this higher speci�city of the TSHMM could

also lead to under-annotation (incomplete reference TSHMMs)

or mis-annotations (low-quality reference TSHMM) [36]. This

underlines the necessity to use speci�c (e.g., TSHMMs) and un-

speci�c HMMs in a complementary manner. In this regard, the

use of multiple sources of reference data remains a challeng-

ing aspect of PFA, and, withmultiple high-quality reference data

sources available, it is increasingly important to coalesce knowl-

edge from different sources. While some PFA tools allow for the

use of multiple reference data sources, either as a separate [25]

or a uni�ed [15, 37] database, it is still challenging to integrate

multiple data sources dynamically.

When using reference data from multiple high-quality

sources, the most common and straightforward approach is to

consider the output from each reference data source indepen-

dently (e.g., [25]). However, by doing so, we overlook that many

sources can overlap and/or complement each other. Commonly

this is compensated for via manual curation, which is feasible

only for a limited number of annotations. An automated ap-

proach would be to assume only the most signi�cant annota-

tion source for any given sequence and disregard other sources;

this may result in vast losses of potentially valid and comple-

mentary information (e.g., database identi�ers). Because this is

not desirable, the challenge is in both deciding which source(s)

provide the best annotation as well as identifying complemen-

tary annotations. In the present context, complementary anno-

tations can be de�ned as functional annotations that are func-

tionally similar but originate from difference data sources; as

such, while functionally similar, different data sources are likely

to contain information that is absent in other data sources and

vice versa. This unique functional information (i.e., database

identi�ers or functional descriptions) may prove essential in

downstream data analysis. A straightforward approach to ver-

ify whether functional annotations are functionally similar is to

check whether they share a database identi�er (ID), e.g.,

(i) Function: “Responsible for glucose degradation”; IDs: K00844,

EC:2.7.1.1, PF03727

(ii) Function: “Responsible for glucose degradation”; IDs: P52789,

PF03727, IPR022673

We can observe that the annotations (i) and (ii) share the

database ID PF03727, thus it can be concluded that these anno-

tations are functionally similar. If we were only to select the �rst

annotation, we would ignore potentially useful information (IDs

P52789 and IPR022673). However, it may be the case that no IDs

are shared between the different annotations, e.g.,

(i) Function: “Responsible for glucose degradation”; IDs: K00844,

EC:2.7.1.1

(ii) Function: “Responsible for glucose degradation”; IDs: P52789,

IPR022673

We can observe that even though the annotations (i) and (ii)

no longer share an ID, they still have the same function “Re-

sponsible for glucose degradation.” Humans can quickly sur-
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mise that these annotations are the same because they share

the same function description. Should the descriptions be iden-

tical or very similar, a machine could achieve the same con-

clusion with relative ease. However, in our experience, these

free-text functional descriptions are often moderately or heav-

ily dissimilar [38, 39], with only a few keywords allowing us

to ascertain that they are indeed the same. This then makes

it more dif�cult to use multiple reference data sources. For

example:

(i) Function: “Responsible for glucose degradation”; IDs: K00844,

EC:2.7.1.1

(ii) Function: “Protein is an enzyme and it is responsible for the

breakdown of glucose”; IDs: HXK2 HUMAN

In such a scenario, someone trained in a biology-related

�eld can quickly identify the most important words (“degrada-

tion”/“breakdown” and “glucose”) in both sentences and con-

clude that both annotations point to the same biological func-

tion. The challenge is now to enable a machine, deprived of

any intellect and intuition, to eliminate confounders (ubiquitous

words, e.g., “the”), identify keywords and their potential syn-

onyms, and reach the same conclusion. A possible strategy is to

use text mining, which is the process of exploring and analysing

large amounts of unstructured text data aided by software, iden-

tifying potential concepts, patterns, topics, keywords, and other

attributes in the data [40]. Text mining has been previously used

with biological data [41–45], and even more speci�cally with re-

gards to gene ontologies [46–51] and PFA [43]. However, to our

knowledge, there is no tool for the dynamic generation of a con-

sensus from multiple protein annotations. This article solves

the problem of scaling the integration of different annotation

sources, integrating a compact and �exible text-mining strategy.

We implemented a 2-fold approach to build a consensus anno-

tation, �rst by checking for any intersecting annotation IDs and

second by evaluating how similar the free-text functional de-

scriptions are. This approach attempts to address 3 relevant is-

sueswith PFA [35, 36, 52, 53]: over-annotation, under-annotation,

and redundancy. Another challenge in PFA is the lack of �exibil-

ity of some tools, as these are often intrinsically connected to

their in-house–generated reference data and therefore hard to

customize. In contrast, we developed a tool that, while offering

high-quality unspeci�c and speci�c HMMs, is independent of its

reference data, thus being customizable and allowing dynamic

integration of new data sources.

We hereby presentMantis, a Python-based PFA tool that over-

comes the previously presented issues, producing high-quality

annotations with the integration of multiple domains and mul-

tiple reference data sources. Mantis automatically downloads

and compiles several high-quality reference data sources and

ef�ciently uses the available hardware through parallelized ex-

ecution. Mantis is independent of any of the default reference

data, resulting in a versatile and reproducible tool that over-

comes the challenge of high-throughput protein annotation

coming from the many genome and metagenome sequencing

projects.

Mantis

Mantis is available at https://github.com/PedroMTQ/mantis, and

its work�ow (see Fig. 1) consists of 6 main steps: (i) sample pre-

processing, (ii) HMM pro�le-based homology search, (iii) intra-

HMM hit processing, (iv) metadata integration, (v) inter-HMM

hit processing, and (vi) consensus generation. For future refer-

ence, an instance when an HMM matches with a protein se-

Figure 1: Overview of the Mantis work�ow. KOfam [55], Pfam [56], eggNOG [57],

NCBI protein family models (NPFM) [58], and TIGRfams [59] are the reference

HMMs currently used in Mantis. CustomDB can be any HMM library provided by

the user.

quence is referred to as a “hit.” The work�ow starts with sample

pre-processing, in which the sample(s) is/are split into chunks.

This is followed by homology search, where query sequences

are searched against the available reference data using HM-

MER. During intra-HMMhit processing theDFS algorithm is used

to generate and select the best combination of hits per HMM

source; Fig. 2 shows how different algorithms may lead to a dif-

ferent selection of hits. Metadata integration adds the metadata

(functional description and IDs) to the respective hits. During

inter-HMM hit processing, the DFS algorithm is used to generate

all the combinations of hits from all HMM sources (in this step

all hits are pooled together). Finally, consensus generation en-

sures that the best combination of hits among all hits from the

multiple reference data sources is selected. This combination is

expanded by adding additional hits with consistent metadata

(intersecting identi�ers or similar functional descriptions) (see

Methods section for a detailed description of all these steps). We

provide default execution parameters; however, the user is free

to fully customize Mantis, not only the parameters but also the

reference databases used. Mantis requires a FASTA-formatted

protein sequence �le as input, where the user can also pro-

vide the organism’s taxon to allow for taxon-speci�c annotation

(TSA). Reference databases are downloaded automatically. The

MANTIS.con�g �le allows for con�guration of the reference data

and its respective weights and enables the compilation of spe-

ci�c eggNOG TSHMMs. For more details, see the documentation

[54]. Owing to issues with Python’s multiprocessing in MacOS,

and the fact that HMMER is not available on Windows, Mantis is

only available on Linux-based systems.
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4 Mantis: �exible and consensus-driven genome annotation

Figure 2: Homolog selection for the 3 hit-processing algorithms in Mantis. The

selection of the hit(s) depends on the underlying algorithm. In the case of the

portrayed protein with 6 hits (A) (which are overlapping to various degrees) that

have varying signi�cance values (B) the 3 algorithms would behave as follows:

(i) BPO would select only the most signi�cant hit (No. 2); (ii) the heuristic algo-

rithm initially selects the most signi�cant hit (No. 2), which then restricts (due

to overlapping residues) the hits available for selection (hits 1, 3, and 4 can no

longer be selected), leading to the selection of the next most signi�cant hit (No.

6), and �nally the selection of hit 5; (iii) the DFS algorithm generates all possible

combinations of hits, which are then scored according to the e-value, hit cov-

erage, and total combination coverage (for more details, see “Multiple hits per

protein”). According to these parameters, the most likely combinations of hits

would be hits 1 and 4.

Analysis

To analyse and validate the performance of Mantis, we per-

formed several in silico experiments. We annotated a reference

dataset containing curated protein entries from UniProt to set

default parameters and evaluate the impaect of different Man-

tis features: (i) impact of the e-value threshold, (ii) impact of the

hit-processing algorithm, (iii) how each reference data source

contributed to the �nal output, and (iv) impact of the consensus

generation on annotation quality. Furthermore, we annotated

several sequenced organisms, with and without TSHMMs, thus

evaluating the impact of using taxon-resolved reference data.

Finally, we compared Mantis against eggNOG-mapper [15] and

Prokka [14]. A description of the samples used for this bench-

mark is available in “Sample selection.” Prokka was only used

for the annotation of prokaryotic data (i.e., all except for Saccha-

romyces cerevisiae and Cryptococcus neoformans). To compare the

performance between the different tests, we calculated a con-

fusion matrix for each test. For future reference, a TP occurs

when a functional annotation (predicted from a PFA tool) shares

≥1 database ID with the respective reference annotation (e.g.,

Pfam ID), an FP when no database IDs are shared, an FN when

the PFA tool does not annotate a protein sequence but a ref-

erence annotation is available, and a true-negative (TN) when

the PFA tool does not annotate a protein sequence and no ref-

erence annotation is available. Precision is de�ned as TP/(TP +

FP), recall as TP/(TP + FN), and F1 score (harmonic mean of pre-

cision and recall) as 2 × [(precision × recall)/(precision + re-

call)]. The F1 score is used as a performance metric. Further

details on the benchmark are available in “Establishing a test

environment.”

Initial quality control

Function assignment e-value threshold

It is known that the e-value threshold directly affects annota-

tion quality; however, no gold standard threshold exists [34]. De-

pending on the reference data source’s size, quality, and speci-

�city, we may use more or less stringent thresholds. It is there-

fore essential to test annotation quality with different thresh-

olds. As such, we tested different static e-value thresholds and

a dynamic threshold, which is described in “Testing different e-

value thresholds.” As can be seen in Supplementary Table 1, pre-

cision was similar across the range of e-value thresholds tested,

with recall/sensitivity decreasing with lower e-value thresholds.

Unexpectedly, unlike recall, precision was not directly corre-

lated with the e-value threshold; indeed a maximum precision

of 0.747 was obtained for the e-value threshold 1e−6, with pre-

cision slightly decreasing with more stringent e-value thresh-

olds. A maximum F1 score of 0.827 was observed for the e-value

threshold 1e−3; as such, we chose this value as the default e-

value threshold for Mantis.

Impact of hit-processing algorithms

To understand whether the different hit-processing algorithms

resulted in statistically signi�cant differences in F1 scores, we

created synthetic samples and performed pairwise comparisons

between the DFS and the other algorithms: (i) DFS and heuris-

tic and (ii) DFS and BPO. We rejected the H0: “no differences in

F1 score between the tested algorithms” in both comparisons

because P < 0.01. The DFS algorithm resulted in a greater F1

score (mean = 0.827) than the heuristic (mean = 0.826) and BPO

(mean = 0.816) algorithms. Further details on results can be

found in Supplementary Table 2, and further details on the test-

ingmethod can be found in “Testing hit-processing algorithms.”

Impact of sample selection

Testing exclusively against well-annotated organisms is a recur-

ring issue with protein annotation benchmarking, resulting in

the re-annotation of sequences already present in the reference

data used, leading to a biased annotation quality evaluation.

To avoid this bias, we downloaded all the curated UniProt (i.e.,

Swiss-Prot) protein entries (as of 14 April 2020) and selected en-

tries by their creation date such thatwe have 4 samples that con-

tain protein entries created in different date ranges (2010–2020,

2015–2020, 2018–2020, and 2020). Samples withmore recent pro-

tein entries are increasingly more likely to lack any proteins

used to generate Mantis’s reference data, which increases the

likelihood that potential annotations are due to true sequence

homology (and not to circular re-annotations). We annotated

these samples using 3 different hit-processing algorithms (DFS,

heuristic, and BPO), determining the impact of each on the F1

score.

As seen in Fig. 3, the F1 score decreased as the sample was

restricted to more recent data. As seen in Supplementary Ta-

ble 3, when comparing the hit-processing algorithms, we found

that the DFS algorithm consistently outperformed the other al-

gorithms, with an average F1 score 0.021 and 0.003 higher than

the BPO and heuristic algorithms, respectively. In addition, the

F1 score difference between the multiple hits algorithms (DFS

and heuristic) and the single hit algorithm (BPO) increased as

the entries in a sample were restricted to more recent years.

Contribution of the different reference data sources

We analysed each reference data source’s contribution to the

output annotation for the UniProt 2010–2020 sample. By check-
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Figure 3: Annotation F1 score per hit-processing algorithm and sample. Overall,

the DFS and heuristic algorithms achieve similar results, outperforming the BPO

algorithm.

ing the column “HMM �les” in the consensus annotation.tsv

�le, we found that Pfam was present in 24.4% of the sequence

annotations, KOfam in 62.37%, eggNOG in 76.52%, NPFM in

13.91%, and TIGRfam in 12.96%. Note that, because multiple ref-

erence data sources may be present in 1 sequence (due to the

consensus generation and hit-processing algorithms), the sum

of the previous values is >100%.

Impact of consensus generation

During consensus generation, 2 methods are used for check-

ing the consistency of the hit metadata: ID intersection and

text mining. We analysed the contribution of both methods for

the annotation of the UniProt 2010–2020 sample and found that

35.10% of the consistency checks were due to the text-mining

approach, and the remaining were due to ID intersection.

We also tested the impact of text mining on annotation per-

formance: to do so, we annotated the Uniprot 2010–2020 sam-

ple but restricted the consensus generation in different man-

ners and with different algorithms. Six different test conditions

were created: (i) DFS with default consensus generation, (ii) DFS

with consensus generation restricted to IDs (i.e., ID intersec-

tion but no text mining), (iii) DFS without consensus generation

(i.e., neither ID intersection nor text mining), (iv) BPO with de-

fault consensus generation, (v) BPO with consensus generation

restricted to IDs, and (vi) BPO without consensus generation.

We also annotated the same sample using eggNOG-mapper—

condition (vii). Prokka was not used here because the present

sample contains non-prokaryotic data. The F1 scoreswere as fol-

lows: (i) 0.827, (ii) 0.790, (iii) 0.774, (iv) 0.814, (v) 0.779, (vi) 0.763,

and (vii) 0.703. Further details can be found in Supplementary

Table 4.

Hit-processing approximation

During hit processing, 2 algorithms may be used, the DFS, and,

as a backup (if the DFS algorithm’s runtime exceeds 60 seconds),

the heuristic. We calculated how many times the heuristic al-

gorithm was used as a backup during the hit processing of the

2010–2020 UniProt sample. We found that for the intra-HMM hit

processing, the heuristic algorithm was used in 7.2% of the se-

quences, and for the inter-HMM hit processing in 0.5% of the

sequences.

Quality control with sequenced organisms

As a secondary quality control, to assess the impact on F1 score

when using taxon-resolved reference data, we annotated sev-

eral sequenced organisms (for more details, see Supplementary

Figure 4: F1 score per hit-processing algorithm and organism, with and without

using taxonomy information. F1 score was higher for well-studied organisms;

TSHMMs also tend to perform better with these organisms.

Table 5) with and without TSHMMs. We also evaluated the im-

pact of the different hit-processing algorithms on these sam-

ples. As seen in Fig. 4, well-studied organisms (e.g., S. cerevisiae)

had better annotations, especially when applying TSHMMs, un-

like poorly described organisms. The average F1 score gain with

TSHMMs was 0.006. With TSHMMs, the DFS algorithm had, on

average, 0.001 and 0.010 higher F1 scores than the heuristic and

BPO algorithms, respectively. Without TSHMMs, the DFS algo-

rithm had, on average, 0.008 and 0.013 higher F1 scores than the

heuristic and BPO algorithms, respectively. Further details can

be found in Supplementary Table 6.

Comparison between Mantis and other PFA tools

The sequenced organisms enumerated in Supplementary Ta-

ble 5 were annotated with Mantis, eggNOG-mapper, and Prokka

(for the latter non-prokaryote organisms were excluded). To

evaluate the added value of using the very comprehensive

eggNOG reference data source, we also assessed Mantis’s F1

score using different reference data. In total, 6 different tests

were performed for each organism: (i) Mantis with default data

sources and with taxonomy information, (ii) Mantis with de-

fault data sources except for eggNOG’s data and with tax-

onomy information, (iii) Mantis with default data sources

but without taxonomy information, (iv) eggNOG-mapper with-

out tax scope option, (v) eggNOG-mapper with tax scope op-

tion, and (vi) Prokka with default data sources and default

execution.

On average, test (i) had F1 score and annotation coverage

of 0.857% and 96.56%, respectively; (ii) 0.832% and 89.82%; (iii)

0.850% and 96.14%; (iv) 0.734% and 88.45%; (v) 0.725% and 88.02%;

and (vi) 0.507% and 62.38%. As seen in Fig. 5, Mantis outper-

formed the other PFA tools in all tests (with 1 exception in the or-

ganism S. cerevisiae, where eggNOG-mapper without taxonomy

had an F1 score of 0.841 and Mantis without taxonomy had an

F1 score of 0.830). ThemeanMantis F1 score with default execu-

tion and TSHMMs was 0.131 higher than eggNOG-mapper (with

tax scope) and 0.360 higher than Prokka. Mantis’s setting with-

out the eggNOG reference data had amean F1 score 0.107 higher

than eggNOG-mapper (both tools with taxonomy information)

and a mean F1 score 0.025 lower than Mantis’s with the eggNOG

reference data. Further details are available in Supplementary

Table 7.
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6 Mantis: �exible and consensus-driven genome annotation

Figure 5: Annotation F1 score of Mantis, eggNOG-mapper, and Prokka using dif-

ferent reference data. Each slice represents an organism and contains the F1

score obtained between the different conditions.

Annotating metagenomes

To our knowledge, there are no manually curated metagenome

annotations, therefore annotation validation was not per-

formed; instead we only calculated the annotation coverage. We

selected 4 samples from different environments and predicted

the protein-coding genes with Prodigal v2.6.3 [60]. The anno-

tated samples were:

� Biogas highly ef�cient cellulose-degrading consortium

(SEM1b) [61, 62] with 39,411 sequences;
� Glacier-fed stream sediment (GFS) [63] with 270,341 se-

quences (phenol-chloroform extraction batch No. 37);
� Marine [64] with 605,043 sequences (ERR1726751);
� Human gut microbiome (MuSt [7]) with 692,061 sequences

(M05-01-V1).

The performance of Mantis varied per metagenome sample;

it annotated 213,539, 162,133, 33,016, and 559,792 sequences in

the samples GFS, marine, SEM1b, and MuSt, respectively. The

respective annotation coverage was as follows: 78.99%, 26.80%,

83.77%, and 80.89%. We repeated the same test for eggNOG-

mapper and Prokka (in the case of Prokka by annotating the orig-

inal nucleotide sequences); the coverage for the samples GFS,

marine, SEM1b, and MuSt, was, respectively, 77.52% and 10.87%,

16.21% and 1.01%, 81.95% and 32.32%, and 78.72% and 20.37%.

Computational ef�ciency

We ran Mantis against samples with a different number of se-

quences and a different number of available CPUs. We per-

formed this test for the DFS and heuristic algorithm only. As ex-

pected, we found that the heuristic algorithm was faster than

the DFS algorithm. The heuristic algorithm was, on average,

1.42 times faster than the DFS algorithm. As expected, runtimes

were inversely correlated to the number of CPUs and sequences.

Further details can be found in Supplementary Table 8.

We also aimed at allowingMantis to be run on personal com-

puters, which requires removing the eggNOG dataset. However,

as we have previously shown in “Comparison between Mantis

and other PFA tools,” this does not have a large effect on F1

score. We annotated the previously enumerated sequenced or-

ganisms (Supplementary Table 5) on a Dell XPS 13-9370 with

Ubuntu 20.04.1 LTS 64 bit, 16 GB RAM, 512 GB SSD, and an 8 core

Intel Core it-8550U CPU. The mean runtime for prokaryotes and

eukaryotes was 28 and 93 minutes, respectively. Further details

are available in Supplementary Table 9.

Discussion

We herein presented Mantis, an open-access PFA tool that

produces high-quality annotations and is easily installed and

integrated into other bioinformatic work�ows. Mantis uses a

well-established homology-based method and produces high-

quality consensus-driven annotations by relying on the syn-

ergy betweenmultiple reference data sources and improved hit-

processing algorithms.

Mantis addresses somemajor challenges in PFA, such as �ex-

ibility, speed, the integration of multiple reference data sources,

and use of domain-speci�c annotations. It also addresses under-

annotation through the use of multiple reference data sources,

which implicitly leads to a wider search space. Additionally, re-

dundancy, which is a drawback inherent to consensus-driven

annotation, is ameliorated by removing duplicate database IDs

and/or identical descriptions. We have attempted to avoid over-

annotation through the generation of a consensus-driven anno-

tation, which identi�es andmerges annotations that are consis-

tent (i.e., similar function) with each other (e.g., if 3 of 5 inde-

pendent sources point towards the same function and 2 others

point towards other, unrelated functions, then these 3 annota-

tions are more likely to be valid), and eliminating the remaining

inconsistent annotations.

We have shown that a stricter/lower e-value threshold did

not necessarily lead to a higher F1 score. As expected, a lower

threshold restricted the amount of hits, lowering the recall.

However, we also found that more stringent e-value thresholds

may result in a lower precision; this behaviour is connected to

Mantis’s consensus generation and hit combination scoring. A

thorough explanation is available in the Supplementary PDF.

Well-curated and commonly used resources were chosen as

the default reference data sources for Mantis, containing both

unspeci�c and speci�c reference data (e.g., taxon-speci�c). As

we have shown, no single reference data source accounted for

most annotations, each offering both unique and overlapping

insight into protein function, thus con�rming their synergy and

partial redundancy. These are integrated through a consensus-

driven approach, which Mantis uses as an additional quality

control step, and ameans to automatically incorporate a broader

variety of IDs. The intersection of IDs was, as expected, themain

contributor towards this integration (because most databases

provide cross-linking); however, we found that the text-mining

approach still contributed considerably (35.12% for the UniProt

2010-2020 sample), which clearly highlights the need to use such

a method.

We additionally evaluated the impact of not using text min-

ing during consensus generation and removing the consen-

sus generation altogether on the DFS and BPO algorithms. The

benchmark using the BPO algorithmwithout consensus genera-

tion represented the baseline approach towards the integration

of multiple reference data sources (merely selecting the most
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Queirós et al. 7

Figure 6: The impact of the reference data completeness on protein function

annotation. A. The functional prediction is facilitated by the query sequence

being previously identi�ed and included in the reference HMMs. B. If the query

sequence has not been previously annotated, multiple regions in the protein

may match with different reference HMMs.

signi�cant hit during inter- and intra-HMM hit processing). In

contrast, the benchmark using the DFS algorithm with the con-

sensus generation depicted the accumulation of all the features

introduced by Mantis. Overall, we found a difference of 0.064

in F1 scores, which suggests the additive effect of Mantis’s var-

ious data integration methods. Mantis, in respect to this spe-

ci�c benchmark, also obtained an F1 score higher than eggNOG-

mapper in all conditions, which suggests the importance of us-

ing multiple reference data sources.

We have implemented 2 algorithms for domain-speci�c ho-

molog search (DFS and heuristic as backup) and have not only

shown that these algorithms perform better when annotating

previously described protein sequences but that their impact on

the F1 score increased when annotating previously uncharacter-

ized protein sequences (e.g., average F1 score gain with DFS and

BPO algorithms in the UniProt 2010–2020 and 2020 samples was

0.013 and 0.033, respectively). We hypothesize that for the latter,

a homology search is not capable of �nding whole-sequence ho-

mologs, �nding, however, multiple domains that partially con-

stitute the protein sequence. As such, we argue that by increas-

ing the resolution (sequence homology to domain homology)

of homology-based reference data, domain-speci�c algorithms

may become increasingly valuable. We think that this would be

especially important when annotating protein sequences with-

out well-described homologs but that contain previously char-

acterized conserved protein domains. In Fig. 6A, we can observe

that the present query sequence is already used to generate the

HMM pro�les in the reference data, matching with the HMM

pro�le containing it. Such a scenario is common when anno-

tating well-described organisms (e.g., Escherichia coli). However,

as is often the case when annotating non-model organisms and

metagenomes, the query sequence is absent from the reference

data (Fig. 6B), thus partially matching with several HMMs (which

may correspond to multiple domains, depending on the res-

olution of the reference data). Unlike the BPO algorithm, the

heuristic and DFS algorithms are able to incorporate multiple

homologs. While these may not be enough to determine a pro-

tein’s biological function, they still provide a better biological

context than a single functional annotation.

Further improvements in annotation quality may also re-

quire the use ofmotif-based and/or genomic context–based (e.g.,

operon context information, co-expression, and subsystems)

methods such as those described by Sigrist et al. [65], Mooney

et al. [66], Mavromatis et al. [67], Overbeek et al. [21], and Han-

nigan et al. [68]. Nevertheless, the signi�cantly higher F1 score

seen when comparing the DFS and BPO algorithms highlights

the need to adopt better hit-processing methods, especially for

non-model organisms. With samples ranging from thousands

to millions of protein sequences, sub-optimal hit-processing al-

gorithms may cascade into unnoticeable pitfalls in downstream

data analysis (e.g., accumulation of incomplete or low-quality

genome annotation, which may lead to false biological inter-

pretations). While we have shown that the DFS algorithm out-

performs the heuristic algorithm, both achieve a very similar

F1 score when applied to non-synthetic samples; because the

heuristic algorithm is much more time ef�cient (as seen in Sup-

plementary Table 8), a user may con�dently set it as primary

algorithm.

The use of TSHMMs resulted in a 0.006 higher F1 score; how-

ever, this improvement (as seen in Fig. 4) was not consistent

across all the annotated organisms (as expected, a similar trend

was also seen with eggNOG-mapper). We believe that this is due

to a poorer quality of the TSHMMs for some organisms, which is

a consequence of the issues with the current taxonomy classi�-

cation system [69, 70] and lack of knowledge regarding highly re-

solved taxa [71]. Model organisms such as E. coli and S. cerevisiae

clearly bene�ted fromTSHMMs, both because the reference data

already contain data speci�c to these organisms and because

functions of proteins within model organisms are better experi-

mentally described. Conversely, non-model organisms are often

only computationally annotated by association, contributing to

a weaker reference annotation (which can be observed by the

higher rate of potentially new annotations in these organisms,

as seen in Supplementary Table 6). Nonetheless, while experi-

mental evidence remains the gold standard, it is unfeasible to

ignore the need for computational methods to infer function.

While steps in this direction have been taken [16, 57], taxon-

resolved PFA remains a challenge.

We benchmarkedMantis against 2 other PFA tools—eggNOG-

mapper and Prokka—and have shown that Mantis achieves a

higher F1 score (0.131 higher than eggNOG-mapper and 0.350

higher than Prokka). Although Mantis’s default execution heav-

ily relies on the eggNOG reference data, we have also shown that

even without it, it is possible to achieve an almost similar F1

score. This attests to the quality of the various reference data

used, showcasing as well the possibility of running Mantis on

a personal computer (something that would be impossible with

eggNOG’s prohibitive size).

We also evaluated the annotation coverage of Mantis and the

other PFA tools when annotating metagenomes. Mantis had the

highest annotation coverage among the tested PFA tools, but

eggNOG-mapper was close behind. All PFA tools had a low anno-

tation coverage for the marine sample. We believe that this may

be due to a lack of reference HMMs for this speci�c environment.

This metagenomic sample has data from varying ocean depths,

with many novel sequences from viruses, prokaryotes, and pi-

coeukaryotes [64].

Finally, as shown in “Accessibility and scaling,” a conda envi-

ronment and automated reference data download are provided.

In addition, Mantis accepts several formats as input (i.e., pro-

tein FASTA �le, TSV �le with paths, directories, or compressed

archives), outputting easy-to-parse TSV �les. We believe that

these features address some of the reproducibility challenges

that the bioinformatics community still faces [72].

As discussed, there is still room for improvement in the hit-

processing algorithm DFS (because it does not provide large F1

score gains over the heuristic algorithm). In the future, Mantis
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8 Mantis: �exible and consensus-driven genome annotation

could also include genomic context–based annotation methods.

Despite the aforementioned challenges, we have clearly shown

that Mantis is a �exible tool that also produces annotations with

high precision and recall.

Conclusion

By making use of the synergistic nature of differently sourced

high-quality reference data, Mantis produces reliable homology-

based annotations. By allowing for total customization of these

reference data, Mantis is also �exible, easily integrated and

adapted towards various research goals. In conclusion, we have

shown that Mantis addresses a number of the current PFA chal-

lenges, resulting in a highly competitive PFA tool.

Methods

Accessibility and scaling

Mantis automatically sets up its reference data by downloading

HMMs fromdifferent sources and,when necessary, reformatting

the data to a standardized format and downloading any relevant

metadata. Reference data can be customized via a con�g �le.

It also dynamically con�gures its execution depending on the

resources available. A conda environment and extensive docu-

mentation [54] are available.

Mantis splits most of the work�ow into sub-tasks and sub-

sequently parallelizes them by continuously releasing tasks to

workers from a global queue (via Python’smultiprocessingmod-

ule). During each main task of the annotation work�ow, work-

ers are recruited (the number of workers depends on the avail-

able hardware andwork required); thesewill then execute all the

queue tasks. When a worker has �nished its job, it will execute

another task from the queue until there are no more tasks to

execute. If the queue is well balanced, minimal idle time (time

spent waiting for workers to get a new task) can be achieved.

Load balancing is achieved by splitting the sample and reference

data into chunks. During set-up, large reference data sources

(>5,000 HMM pro�les) are split into smaller chunks; this en-

ables parallelization and ensures that each annotation sub-task

takes approximately the same time. Samples are equally split

into chunks (sample chunk size is dynamically calculated). If

the sample has ≤200,000 sequences, sequences are distributed

by their length among the different chunks, so that each chunk

has approximately the same number of residues. If the sample

has >200,000 sequences, then sequences are distributed to each

chunk independently of their length (this alternative method

is an ef�ciency safeguard). This 2-fold splitting achieves quasi-

optimal load balancing. With the sample and reference data in

chunks, posterior work�ow steps can be parallelized wherever

applicable. It is noteworthy that Mantis uses HMMER’s hmm-

search for homology search, which outputs an e-value scaled to

the sample/chunk size. Because Mantis splits the samples into

chunks, during hit processing, the e-value is scaled to the origi-

nal sample size.

Input and output

MANTIS accepts protein sequence FASTA �les as input. If the

sample has been previously taxonomically classi�ed, the user

can add this information when running Mantis. For example, if

annotating an E. coli sample, the user could add ”−od” followed

by the NCBI ID or the organism name:

$ python mantis run mantis -t sample.faa -od 562

Mantis outputs, for each sample, 3 TSV �les, each corre-

sponding to a different step in Mantis’s work�ow: (i) a raw out-

put output annotation.tsv (generated during Fig. 1 step “Intra-

HMM hits processing”), with all the hits, their e-value, and co-

ordinates; (ii) integrated annotation.tsv (generated during Fig. 1

step “Metadata integration”), with the same information as out-

put annotation.tsv, but also with hits metadata (e.g., KEGG or-

thology IDs [KO], enzyme commission [EC] numbers, free-text

functional description); and (iii) the main output �le consen-

sus annotation.tsv (generated during Fig. 1 step “Consenus gen-

eration”), with each query protein ID and their respective con-

sensus annotation from the different reference data sources

(e.g., Pfam). These �les provide contextualized output in a for-

mat that is both human andmachine-readable. AMantis.out �le

is also provided per sample, serving as a log �le for each execu-

tion step.

Reference data and customization

Mantis, by default, uses multiple high-quality reference HMM

sources: Pfam [56], eggNOG [57], NPFM [58], KOfam [55], and

TIGRfam [59] (these default HMMs can be partially or entirely re-

moved). To �nd more meaningful homologs through TSA, Man-

tis uses TSHMMs, originally compiled by eggNOG and NPFM.

The eggNOG TSHMMs were compiled by downloading all the

TSHMMs at http://eggnog5.embl.de/download/latest/per tax lev

el/; their respectivemetadata originate from themetadata avail-

able in the aforementioned link, as well as the metadata within

the eggNOG-mapper SQL database. NPFM TSHMMs were com-

piled by downloading all the NPFMHMMs at https://ftp.ncbi.nlm

.nih.gov/hmm/current/ and assigning each HMM into their re-

spective TSHMM. A general NPFM HMM was created by pool-

ing all non-assigned HMM pro�les and the TSHMMS from the

following NCBI IDs: 2157 (Archaea), 2 (Bacteria), 2759 (Eukaryota),

10239 (Viruses), 28384 (Others), and 12908 (Unclassi�ed). These

IDs correspond to NCBI’s top-level taxonomy rank IDs. A gen-

eral eggNOG HMMwas created by pooling together the TSHMMs

from the same aforementioned NCBI taxon IDs. The user can

customize which eggNOG TSHMMs are downloaded by Mantis

by adding the line “nog tax = NCBI ID1, NCBI ID2” to the con�g

�le. Custom HMM sources can also be added by the user; meta-

data integration of these is also possible (an example is avail-

able inMantis’s repository). Because some sources aremore spe-

ci�c than others, the user can also customize the weight given

to each source during consensus generation. HMM pro�les of-

ten only possess an ID respective to the database from which

they were downloaded, which may not directly provide any dis-

cernible information. Mantis, when necessary, ensures that the

hits from these HMMs are linked to their respective metadata.

For future reference, while anHMM is an individual pro�le, Man-

tis compiles all related HMM pro�les into a single �le, making it

indexable by HMMER. Thus when a certain HMM source is men-

tioned, it refers to the collection of related HMM pro�les.

Taxon-speci�c annotation

TSA uses the TSHMMs and unspeci�c HMM made available by

eggNOG and NPFM. TSA, however, works differently from the

annotationmethod of the other reference data.When given tax-

onomy information (either a taxon name or NCBI ID) the organ-

ism’s taxonomic lineage is computed (e.g., for E. coli the lineage

would be “2 - 1224 - 1236 - 91347 - 543 - 561 - 562”). TSA starts

by searching for homologs in the most resolved TSHMM (in this

case for taxon 562, if it exists). All valid homologs (respecting
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Queirós et al. 9

the e-value threshold) are extracted for each query sequence,

and unannotated sequences are compiled into an intermedi-

ate FASTA �le. A new homology search round starts with the

sequences in the current intermediate FASTA, but now in the

TSHMM 1 level above (in this case the TSHMM 561). This cycle

repeats until all query sequences have valid homologs or until

there are no more TSHMMs to search for. If there are still se-

quences to annotate, then these homologs are searched for in

the general eggNOG and NPFM HMMs. If no taxonomy informa-

tion is given, the homology search starts with the general NPFM

and eggNOG HMMs. Non-taxon-speci�c HMMs (i.e., Pfam, KO-

fam, and TIGRfams) are always used, regardless of the sample’s

taxonomy.

Multiple hits per protein

HMMER outputs a “domtblout” �le [24], where each line corre-

sponds to a hit/match between the reference data and the query

protein sequence. The e-value threshold within the HMMER

command limits the amount of hits to be analysed in the pos-

terior processing steps. Each hit, among other information, con-

tains the coordinates where the query sequences matched with

the reference HMM pro�les and the respective con�dence score

(e-value) (Fig. 2A and B). Mantis uses HMMER’s independent e-

value when using the DFS and heuristic algorithms, whereas it

uses the full sequence e-value when using the BPO algorithm

(because only the best hit is extracted per protein sequence).

For simplicity purposes, both are simply referred to as e-value

throughout this article. The annotation of a protein sequence

with multiple hits is a nontrivial problem, thus requiring the

implementation of a method for the processing of hits. We de-

signed a method that generates and evaluates all possible com-

binations of hits by applying the DFS algorithm [73]. This algo-

rithm allows the traversal of a tree-structured search space (i.e.,

each node is a hit), whilst pruning solutions that do not respect

prede�ned constraints (i.e., overlapping hit residue coordinates),

backtracking from leaf to root until the possible solution space is

exhausted. Our method generates all the possible combination

hits with the following method: (i) get 1 hit from the collection

of hits and de�ne it as the combination root hit; (ii) check which

other hits overlap up to 10% (default value) [31] with previous

hits and select 1 to add to our present combination of hits; (iii)

repeat step (ii) until no more hits can be added; (iv) repeat steps

(i–iii) so that we loop over all the other hits and all possible com-

binations are generated. We used Cython [74] to speed up the

DFS implementation. Cython is an optimizing static compiler

for the Python programming language, allowing the compiler to

generate C code from Cython code, in this case, functioning as

a wrapper for the DFS algorithm. The total number of possible

combinations is 2N − X − 1, where N is the number of hits the

protein sequence has,X the number of impossible combinations

(combinations with overlapping hits), and 1 the empty combi-

nation. Owing to exponential scaling, this method is not always

computationally feasible (e.g., the query sequence is very large

and has many small-sized hits). In such a scenario, the DFS al-

gorithmmay exceed the system’s recursion limit or be unable to

�nd a solution in optimal time (60 seconds by default, but cus-

tomizable). Should this happen, Mantis uses the previously de-

scribed heuristic algorithm, which scales linearly (a warning is

written in the Mantis.out log).

After generating all the possible combinations, each combi-

nation is evaluated according to several parameters:

� querylength—number of residues in the query sequence.

� hitlength—number of residues in the hit.
� combolength—number of hits in the respective combination.
� Total coverage (TC)—number of non-redundant residues in

all the combination’s hits divided by querylength. A high TC

implies that the combination covers a large percentage of the

protein sequence.
� Average hit coverage (HC)—sum of the coverage of each hit

(hitlength/querylength). This sum is then averaged by dividing

by combolength. A high HC implies that the hits in the combi-

nation are large, thus bene�ting combinations with few large

hits rather than combinations with many small hits.
� Combination e-value (CE)—the e-value of each hit is scaled

twice, once to reduce the range between different e-values

(log10) and the second time to understand how each hit e-

value compares to the best/lowest hit e-value found for a par-

ticular sequence (minmax scaling). The scaled e-values are

then summed and divided by combolength.

The “combination score” is de�ned by the following equa-

tion:

TC × HC × CE. (1)

The combination with the highest combination score is then se-

lected, where the available choices will ultimately depend on

the algorithm used (Fig. 2c). Our intra-HMM hit-processing im-

plementation thus applies a 2-fold quality control, initially by

limiting the amount of hits in HMMER’s domtblout (i.e., e-value

threshold) and second by hierarchically ordering and selecting

the most signi�cant combination of hits.

Using multiple reference data sources

An unannotated protein sequence may match with 0, 1, or mul-

tiple reference HMMpro�les, from 1 ormore data sources.When

a protein sequence hasmultiple hits fromdifferent data sources,

it is important to identify functionally similar annotations so

that no information is lost (i.e., functional descriptions or IDs

that may be in 1 reference data source but not in another). By

linking the metadata respective to the HMM pro�les to the now

annotated protein sequence, we can identify functionally sim-

ilar annotations and integrate multiple reference data sources

into 1 �nal consensus annotation. In this manner, functionally

similar annotations are merged, and any complementary infor-

mation they provide can then be used in downstream analysis

(e.g., Annotation 1 has a Pfam and KO ID, Annotation 2 has an

EC number and the same KO ID; merging these will result in a

�nal annotation with more information).

For the integration of functional annotations from multiple

data sources, a two -fold approach was used: (i) consensus be-

tween IDs and (ii) consensus between the free-text functional

description. The latter is used as a backup because ID cross-

linking is not universally available. Each reference data source

includes metadata relevant to the HMM pro�les herein; these

metadatamay includemultiple intra- and/or inter-database IDs,

as well as free-text functional descriptions. IDs are extracted ei-

ther through source-speci�cmetadata parsing or regular expres-

sions. Free-text functional descriptions are extracted by source-

speci�cmetadata parsing.With this information it is then possi-

ble to identify annotations that are functionally similar/consis-

tent and may thus be complementary to each other. The con-

sensus between IDs is calculated by identifying intersections

between the functional annotations of different reference data

sources (e.g., both annotations have the same Pfam ID). IDs
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10 Mantis: �exible and consensus-driven genome annotation

Figure 7: Inter-HMM hit-processing steps. Inter-HMM hit processing starts by

pooling all hits [A1, AN] together (regardless of the reference data source) and

generating all the possible (non-overlapping coordinates) combinations [c1, cN]

(A). A metadata consistency graph (B) is also built by connecting all nodes [M1,

MN] that have intersecting IDs or highly similar descriptions (e.g., A1’s metadata

M1 is consistent with A2’s metadata M2 (shared ID1), and A5’s metadata M5 is

consistent with A6’s metadata M6 (similar description ”glucose degradation”).

With this metadata consistency graph, the hit consistency HCN score of each

combination is calculated. For c1, for example, a sub-graph containing M1, M5,

and all directly connected nodes (only M2 and M6 but not M4 because it has in-

suf�cient residue overlap—A4) would be created. The number of nodes in this

sub-graph would then be divided by the total number of nodes in the original

graph; therefore c1 would have an HCN of (2 + 2)/8 = 0.5. The remaining param-

eters would then be calculated and the best combination, according to equation

2, would be selected. Finally, if, for example, the best combination is c1, then this

combination is expanded by merging all nodes directly or indirectly connected

to M1 and M5 in the metadata consistency graph (C) and with suf�cient residue

overlap (i.e., M2, M6, M7, M8). The expanded combination is then merged into

the �nal consensus annotation (D).

within the free-text functional descriptions are extracted (with

regular expressions) and also used here. If no consensus be-

tween IDs is found, then we proceed with a consensus calcu-

lation between functional descriptions (further described in the

Supplementary PDF).

Inter-HMM hit processing starts by pooling together all hits

from the different reference data sources and generating all

possible combinations of hits (Fig. 7A). The same method used

in intra-HMM hit processing is applied, where the DFS algo-

rithm is used by default (again using the heuristic algorithm as a

backup), but the BPO and heuristic algorithms can also be used.

We then check the metadata consistency (either through IDs or

free-text functional descriptions) of each hit against the current

sequence’s other hits. With this information, a metadata con-

sistency graph is generated (Fig. 7B). With the metadata consis-

tency graph and all possible combinations of hits, we can then

calculate the consensus combination score using equation 2.

This requires calculation of the combination score, using equa-

tion 1. This score is thenmultiplied by an additional score, com-

prising the following parameters:

� Average hit consistency (HCN)—number of hits (among all

hits) with metadata directly consistent (i.e., nodes directly

connected in the metadata consistency graph) to the hits in

the present combination. Consistency checks are restricted

to other reference data sources besides the hit own’s refer-

ence source (e.g., if a hit is from Pfam, we would only check

hits that are not fromPfam). This number, plus the number of

hits in the combination, is divided by the total number of hits

for the respective query sequence [e.g., if a combination has

2 hits, with these having metadata consistent with 3 other

hits, and if there are 10 hits in total, HCN would be equal to

(2 + 3)/10 = 0.5]. This is an important parameter because it

entails independent sources describing the same function.
� Reference HMMweight (HMMW)—meanweight of all the ref-

erence data sources within the combination. This is calcu-

lated by adding all hits’ HMM weights and dividing this sum

by the number of hits in the combination [e.g., if a hit comes

from Pfam that has a weight of 1, and another from eggNOG

that has a weight of 0.8, HMMW would be equal to (1 + 0.8)/2

= 0.9]). The default weight for each default reference data

source has been set according to the authors’ perception of

the reference quality—creation method, curation level, and

annotation completeness (eggNOG, 0.8; Pfam, 0.9; NPFM and

KOfam, 0.7; and TIGRfam, 0.5). This weight is customizable;

the default weight for custom reference data is 0.7 (which can

also be customized).
� Metadata quality (MQ)—meanmetadata quality of each hit in

the combination. If a hit has no annotation data (IDs or de-

scription), it is given a score of 0.25; 0.5 if only the description;

0.75 if only the IDs; 1 if IDs and description. All hits’ metadata

quality score is summed and divided by the number of hits

in the combination.

Note that hit metadata consistency (through IDs or descrip-

tions) requires a minimum of 70% residue overlap (default but

can be changed). Using the previously calculated combination

score, we then calculate the consensus combination score using

the following equation:

Combinationscore ×
HCN + HMMW + MQ

3
. (2)

The combinationwith the highest consensus combination score

is selected and expanded by concatenating additional meta-

data from other consistent hits (Fig. 7C). In this step, consis-

tent hits can be either directly or indirectly connected in the

metadata consistency graph (a minimum of 70% residue over-

lap is still required). This expanded combination is thenmerged

into the �nal query sequence consensus annotation (Fig. 7D).

Redundant (i.e., repeated identi�ers or functional descriptions)

or poor-quality information (e.g., “hypothetical protein”) is re-

moved from the consensus annotation.

Sample selection

To select an initial testing dataset we started by downloading

all the curated Uni-Prot [75] (i.e., Swiss-Prot) protein entries cre-

ated after 2010 (until 14 April 2020), along with their respec-

tive sequences, annotations, and annotation scores. We then

split these entries by date, 2010–2020, 2015–2020, 2018–2020, and

2020 only. For genomic sample benchmarking we selected or-

ganismswidely used inmicrobial community standards. The re-

spective genomes, proteomes, and reference annotations were

then downloaded from Uniprot on 26 May 2020 (Supplementary
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Table 5). These samples were also used for comparing Mantis to

eggNOG-mapper and Prokka.

Establishing a test environment

For annotation quality benchmarking, we evaluate each annota-

tion produced by Mantis and check whether it agrees (database

IDs intersection) with the respective reference annotation, cre-

ating a confusion matrix. We created 2 main types of test sam-

ples, the �rst consisting exclusively of curated UniProt [75] pro-

tein entries (and the respective annotations), which were then

split by date of creation (2010–2020, 2015–2020, 2018–2020, 2020);

and the second type consisting of organism-speci�c UniProt pro-

tein entries, with a mix of curated and automatically gener-

ated annotations. Each sequence’s reference annotation con-

sists of the UniProt protein function annotations. Each sequence

reference annotation and the respective PFA tool’s annotation

is composed of a set of identi�ers (if available: enzyme ECs,

Gene Ontology (GO) IDs, eggNOG IDs, KEGG orthology IDs, Pfam

IDs, and TIGRfam IDs) and functional descriptions. During the

benchmark process, each sequence’s reference annotation (e.g.,

“glucose degradation ID1”) is compared against the PFA tool

(i.e., Mantis, eggNOG-mapper, and Prokka) annotation (e.g., “de-

grades glucose ID1”). This comparison entails checking whether

any of the database IDs present in the reference annotation

(i.e., ID1) are also present in the PFA tool annotation (i.e., ID1);

if they are, we consider this annotation to be the same. This

has some signi�cant limitations: (i) the functional description

is the same but the corresponding set of identi�ers is not; and

(ii) when annotating multiple regions of the protein (which is

the case when using Mantis’s DFS and heuristic algorithms), it

is possible that only 1 of the annotated regions has IDs that

intersect with the respective sequence reference annotation.

Unfortunately, owing to the different resolutions of the refer-

ence HMMs, it is not always possible to understand whether

an annotation refers to a speci�c domain or a partial whole-

sequence hit. While a domain-centric benchmark would be fea-

sible for Pfam, the same is not true for the remaining reference

HMMs with broader resolutions (e.g., TIGRFams provides gen-

eral functional annotations). However, as we have previously

shown, even when using the BPO algorithm, Mantis has shown

to output almost equally high F1 scores. Despite these limita-

tions, because whole-sequence reference annotations contain

comprehensive cross-linking with other databases, it provides

clear bene�ts: (i) it �ts better for the wide-ranging scopes of the

reference data sources, and (ii) it allows for a more fair bench-

mark of the different PFA tools that may use different refer-

ence data sources (and thus output annotations with different

database IDs). This method then allows for the construction of

a confusionmatrix, where each pairwise whole-sequence anno-

tation comparison (PFA tool/reference annotation) corresponds

to a single class. TPs occur when the PFA tool–generated annota-

tion and the reference annotation share 1 or more database IDs

(e.g., Pfam ID), and FPs when no database IDs are shared. FNs

occur when the PFA tool does not annotate a protein sequence,

although a reference annotation is available; and TNs when the

PFA tool does not annotate a protein sequence, and no reference

annotation is available. The functional text descriptions are not

taken into account during the benchmark; therefore if an anno-

tation has no IDs, we simply consider there to be no annotation.

Protein sequences annotated with the descriptions “unknown

function,” “uncharacterized protein,” “hypothetical protein,” or

with Pfam’s “domain-unknown-function”/DUF IDs are not taken

into account during benchmarking (for reference and PFA tool

annotations). In addition, it is also possible for the reference or

PFA tool not to have an annotation for a certain sequence. In

any of the these 3 scenarios, if the PFA tool manages to annotate

the sequence, this case is classi�ed as a potentially new anno-

tation (PNA). Because no ground-truth exists in these scenarios,

PNAs are excluded from the confusion matrix classes (not used

during any performance metrics) and are only used to calculate

the annotation coverage. PNAs can potentially provide novel in-

sight into protein sequences without any previous annotation.

Because, by default, most sequences used during benchmarking

will have an annotation, TNs, and ergo any metrics using TNs

(e.g., speci�city), are irrelevant.

“Annotation coverage” is de�ned here as the number of an-

notations produced by the PFA tool divided by the total number

of protein sequences in a sample Totalseqs. Totalseqs includes se-

quences with and without a reference annotation (because not

all sequences have a reference annotation); the total number of

the PFA tool annotations includes TPs, FPs, and PNAs. Annota-

tion coverage is calculated by (TP + FP + PNA)/Totalseqs. Numer-

ous metrics can be calculated from the various confusion ma-

trix categories; we considered precision and recall/sensitivity to

be among the most important. Precision is de�ned as TP/(TP +

FP) and corresponds to the number of correctly annotated pro-

tein sequences out of all the protein sequences that the PFA

tool managed to annotate. Recall is de�ned as TP/(TP + FN) and

corresponds to the number of correctly annotated protein se-

quences out of all the protein sequences that we know the func-

tion of (i.e., protein sequences that have a reference annotation).

Both are equally important; a tool with low precision will incor-

rectly annotate protein sequences, whereas a tool with low re-

call will not produce suf�cient annotations. A way to converge

both scores into 1 is to use the F1 score, which is de�ned as

2 × [(Precision × Recall)/(Precision + Recall)]. Unless otherwise

stated, values shown in this article are shown as absolute values

ranging from 0 to 1.

Finally, we benchmarked Mantis against 2 other PFA tools,

eggNOG-mapper and Prokka. For homology search, Mantis uses

HMMER [24], for eggNOG-mapper we used the Diamond-based

[23] search (as suggested by the authors), and Prokka uses BLAST

and HMMER.

All tests ran on high-performance computing resources with

Dell C6320, 2 ∗ Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 at 2.4 GHz [76]; each core

had 4 GB of RAM. Unless speci�ed, all tests ran with 25 cores

and 100 GB RAM (actual Mantis minimum hardware require-

ments are much lower). In addition, the same methodology

and nomenclature apply to any other benchmarked tools de-

scribed in this article. Mantis used HMMER v3.2.1. The local ver-

sion of eggNOG-mapper used was v2.0.6 with database v5.0.1

found at https://github.com/eggnogdb/eggnog-mapper/commit

/41ec3566ab00fd437f905dfde592c553632a9eae. The local version

of Prokka used was v1.14.6 found at https://github.com/tseem

ann/prokka/releases/tag/v1.14.6. For details on execution com-

mands see the Supplementary PDF.

Testing different e-value thresholds

Different e-value thresholds were tested: 1e−3, 1e−6, 1e−9, 1e−12,

1e−15, 1e−18, 1e−21, 1e−24, 1e−27, 1e−30, and a dynamic threshold.

The dynamic threshold was set according to the query sequence

length, which was previously shown to provide better results

with BLAST [34]. For the dynamic threshold, for sequences with

<150 amino acids, the e-value threshold was set to 1e−10; if >150

and <250, 1e−sequencelength/10; and if >250, 1e−25. The UniProt 2010–

2020 sample was then annotated with all the different e-value
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thresholds, and each output was compared to the reference an-

notations.

Testing hit-processing algorithms

To understand whether the different hit-processing algorithms

resulted in statistically signi�cant differences in F1 scores, we

created 5,000 randomized synthetic samples with 5,000 se-

quences each, which were randomly selected from the 2010–

2020 UniProt sample. Per algorithm, we compared the Mantis

annotations of each subset to the reference annotations (to al-

low for pairwise comparison of each algorithm, the same sub-

sets were used in all algorithms). This resulted in a list of con-

fusion matrices (5,000 per algorithm), from which we calculated

the F1 score. We applied theWilcoxon signed-rank test, with the

H0: no differences in F1 score between the tested algorithms. As

a non-parametric test, this test makes no assumptions on the

distribution of the data. A pairwise comparison was done be-

tween DFS and the other algorithms: (i) DFS and heuristic and

(ii) DFS and BPO.

Availability of Source Code and Requirements
� Project name: Mantis
� Project home page: https://github.com/PedroMTQ/mantis
� Operating system: Linux
� Programming language: Python
� Other requirements: Python 3+, HMMER 3+, and several

Python packages (see the provided environment for a full list)
� License: MIT
� RRID:SCR 021001
� Biotools ID: mantis pfa

Data Availability

The data and code supporting the results of this article are

available at https://git-r3lab.uni.lu/pedro.queiros/mantis suppl

ements. An archival copy of the code and supporting data is

available via the GigaScience repository, GigaDB [77].

Additional Files

Supplementary pdf. (i) discussion on how the e-value threshold

may change Mantis’ output, (ii) execution commands, and (iii)

information on how the similarity analysis was performed.

Supplementary Table 1. Function assignment e-value threshold

Supplementary Table 2. Impact of hit processing algorithms

Supplementary Table 3. Impact of sample selection

Supplementary Table 4. Impact of consensus generation

Supplementary Table 5. Quality control against sequenced or-

ganisms – list of samples

Supplementary Table 6. Quality control against sequenced or-

ganisms – results

Supplementary Table 7. Comparison betweenMantis and other

PFA tools

Supplementary Table 8. Annotation ef�ciency – random se-

quences

Supplementary Table 9. Annotation ef�ciency – personal PC

Supplementary Table 10. Metagenome coverage
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